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About This Game

Evolo.SpiderSim is an exciting real-time strategy game with sandbox elements.
Collect resources, build new creatures and buildings. Develop your underground colony of spiders!

Control your creatures, explore new territories and create your own unique colony.

If you like thoughtful and complex sandboxes, you are not afraid to immerse yourself in the mechanics of this game, then you
will be satisfied.

Welcome to the world of Evolo. Chaotic world of evolution.
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Got this game for free and while it is fun, it could use some more intresting game modes on the side. Maybe a gamemode where
atmospheres have limited usable oxygen or something similar and you could only visit it for a limited time. I havent gotten too
far but it has potential.. I absolutely didn't like it. I put in about 15 minutes and then couldn't stand to listen to it any more. Ugh,
my ears!. Good story and ok gameplay, but some of the controls is annoying and so is the combat system.. This is a fun game i
only suggest buying it for bit of fun it has alot of shine but not much game play lots of car modding with plenty of ways to mod
your car to suit you

My main issue is no steam screen shot surpport to share our rides

Rating 7.2\/10. I really liked the first two parts in the Doorways series and this one is no exception.

Some say the in-game graphics look a bit dated, but they sure do trick for me. Personally, I think it's an amazing art style
throughout the whole series. It's pretty disturbing and so are the background stories and the creepy sounds you'll hear from time
to time when discovering new areas. This one tops it on all levels.

One downside of the previous two parts was that the puzzles were a bit too easy. This one delivers more. Especially in the part
called 'The Mansion' which is also amazingly beautiful.

I do wonder about the mental state of the developers though.. the last part is.. sick! Loving it!! :)
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A nice update!. Short game, but funny. I'd like the devs to had some achievements and trading cards.... Unintuitive controls.
Graphical errors display map and tooltips.
Don't every try alt-tabbing...
The worst thing being the load times.. Of the two dlcs for this game, this one is the poorer one. It's story doesn't intrigue me and
while beautiful it doesn't really over much in my opinnion. It isn't bad, it is certainly good if you enjoy the game and it makes
for a decent area but It feels bland overall and I found myself consistently wanting to return to the main story, which I was in the
middle of, while playing this.. This game totally surprised me. I didn't think it would be as good as it was, but it blew me away.
The story is IMMENSE. I'm a very fast reader, and it took me forever to get through it all. The characters are dynamic and
changing and really adorable. The themes are poignant and powerful, and you just want to hug the protagonist and protect her. I
really recommend it. Despite the fact that there are only two romance options, there are a lot of endings and interesting things to
come across along the way. It's visually stunning, and the music is beautiful if that helps at all. Definitely give it a shot.. Very
good game, easy achievement, and good music... Awesome tracks for slaying hordes of normies.. good gameplay but bad
ending. Pros.
I would recommend this game if you enjoy playing alone, or having a friend over to play with you. The game gives you an
arcade feel, and fun to mess around on.

Cons.
The only con to this game is there is no online multiplayer. If there was online multiplayer the price of the game would be
justified.. Recently picked up this game on super sale. Definitely worth it! A surprisingly compelling story! Half-way through
the game had me at the edge of my seat. I'll be giving this a second play-through to see how it goes! Highly recommend.
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